Game Board:
The Earth
The
controllers
and alien
races that
were in power
before April
2019

During millenniums, there have been six great alien races that have ruled the system of life on Earth, but since
the beginning of 2019 they began to be expelled by a combination of work done by all the Higher Self ’s of the
planet and the forces and groups that assist Kumar. (the soul-consciousness-being of the Earth); therefore, in
these moments, there is practically no members of these groups forming part of the control system, which now
happens to be "directed" exclusively by human beings, even with certain characteristics and potentials very
different from those of the "average" human being.

The 6 main races that have ruled the system of life on Earth: Asimoss (“Anunnakis”), Amoss (“Draconian”), Alomiss
(“Mantis”), Zuls (“Insectoids”), Animiss (“Antoids”) and Olslar (“Canines”). Subservient groups: "Short Greys".
PRACTICALLY ARE COMPLETELY EXPELLED

Power structure: Who manages us?
Gross way, because it is very complex, these are the main levels of power:

First circle of power: 3 Asimoss in human avatars - Expelled
Second circle of power: 6 members, one for each alien race (Amoss, Alomiss, Zuls, Animiss, Olslar, and an original
Lhumanu) - Expelled

Third circle of power: 12 members, composed of the so-called "12 tribes of Israel", that is, a council formed by ancestral
lineages that control all the rest and that come from the time of the Covenant of Moses with Yahweh. They have the
original algorithm of the Kabbalah as it was delivered by Anunnakis (Enlil=Yahweh), which allows the manipulation of
subjective reality, and therefore, the control of the "matrix".

Inter-dimensional
entities, negative, "djinns",
astral, "demons", all kinds
of non-physical entities
that are nourished by the
energy of the human
beings. Created by the
Control System itself, or
"born" from egregors and
concentrations of
negative energies.

Fourth circle of power: 24 members, two for each of the most important "families" of the original 12 tribes of Israel.
Fifth circle of power: Royalty and descendants of "royalty" lineages from the remotest antiquity. Monarchies and
bloodlines. In charge of executing orders of the third and fourth line. They have certain independence of movements while
they comply with the rules dictated by the higher levels. They are responsible for maintaining a coordinated structure
between the upper part of the Control System and the lower part. Kings and monarchs are intermediaries between these
levels in exchange for submission and power.

Regional and national committees subject to the third and fourth circle of power: Planners of the destiny of the human
race. They are a kind of "Council" of 11 members descended from ancestral lineage and are grouped by areas of work and
influence. There is a “global council" and different "councils" of power in each country and geopolitical areas.
Sixth level of power: Degrees from 271° to 360° of secret societies. Members of orders and secret societies, internal to the
publicly known: Masons, Rosicrucians, Round Table, Skulls and Bones, etc. The organizations of this level mark the agenda
for the entire planet in the different areas that they control: educational, social, economic, etc.
Seventh circle of power: Degrees from 181° to 270° of the secret societies. Families and lineages such as the Rothschilds,
Rockefeller, etc. International institutions such as Bilderberg, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Club of Rome, Committee
of 300, etc.
Eighth circle of power: Degrees from 91° to 180° of secret societies. Multinationals, world organizations, banking and
economic system. Military, pharmaceutical companies, etc. Organizations like United Nations (UN), Food and Agriculture
Organization of the UN (FAO), NATO and all this network.

A part of the human elite, at the
top of the Control Pyramid, has
the ability to interact directly
with inter-dimensional entities,
in addition to the existing
agreements with the different
off-planet races.

Our planet: The Earth, a genetic
reserve of millions of species,
originally created as a “living
library".
Human beings live in a threedimensional hologram, a subjective
reality, projected towards and from
our mind to create a common global
reality. Outside the control grid, the
reality is completely different.

Ninth circle of power: Degrees from 73° to 90° of the secret initiatic societies.
Tenth circle of power: Degrees from 34° to 72° of secret initiatic societies.

Those who assist us and
support

The pro-humanity
Coalition
More than 50 groups, alien races
and species collaborating for the
evolutionary leap of the planet
and the human race.

Other "positive" alien support
races and beings from nonphysical planes. Hierarchies of
positive polarity. There is usually
no direct intervention, but
support to level the playing field
towards the human race.

The totality of mankind, divided between the Timeline
#33 and Timeline #42 (approx. 95% and 5% of people
respectively)

Other intra-terrestrial
races of “positive”
orientation, helping
the evolutionary leap
of the planet.

A multitude of groups and races are currently incarnating
in the human race form to help from within, without
breaking the rules of free will. Many of these people do
not remember who they are or why they came, many
others are among the "contacted" or those who remember
their origins and missions.
The fate of humanity depends primarily on the same
humanity, since only from the "inside" can this fight be
fought effectively against the Control System.
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